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To advocate the adoption of electric vehicle (EV) technologies, this paper
studies a practical operating paradigm for running a charge park vehicle-
to-grid (V2G) service business. The operating paradigm consists of a service
agreement and two consecutive day-ahead analyses. Specifically, i) the service
agreement underpins the communication pattern between the EV owners and
the V2G service operator, ii) day-ahead analysis-I estimates the V2G energy
reserve distribution, and iii) day-ahead analysis-II aims to maximize profit by
optimizing decision variables for the scheduled day, such as the output period
and sale price of the V2G energy. Correspondingly, the contributions of this
paper are three-fold. First, the major principles behind the design of a service
agreement are highlighted, and a practical service agreement that abides by
the principle is formed. Second, for day-ahead analysis-I, this paper proposes
a V2G energy reserve modeling method for the rapid estimation of V2G
energy reserve distribution, which is applied to a case study of New York
City working and recreational environment charge parks. Third, for day-ahead
analysis-II, an evaluation framework is proposed, which provides various metrics
for characterizing the V2G output capacity. The metrics evaluation and profit
maximization methods are presented with theoretical results and are verified
also by computer experiments. For example, we show that for the simulated
environment with peak time-of-use hours [13:00, 16:00] and V2G output period
[13:00, 14:00], the V2G output power threshold 61 kW selected by our method
achieves almost the maximum scheduled day profit (true maximum achieved at
60 kW).

KEYWORDS

vehicle-to-grid service, energy reserve distribution, service agreement, day-ahead
analysis, profit optimization

1 Introduction

The present and continuously increasing penetration of electric vehicles (EVs) presents
various challenges to the power system. Meanwhile, it has been widely recognized that
EV batteries can provide various auxiliary services to the power system, by supplying
excessive energy back to the grid. The foundation of such activities is the so-called
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vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology, which is enabled by novel
bidirectional chargers (Suul et al., 2016; Szinai et al., 2020;
Popkova et al., 2023).

According to the objectives and locations of charging, the
currently envisioned EV charging services (along with the existing
services) can be classified into the following three major scenarios:
commercial charging (CC), business charging (BC), and home
charging (HC) (Islam et al., 2018). Specifically, CC refers to
dedicated fast charging services aimed to extendEVdistances, which
functions as a future gas station equivalent and usesDC fast charging
stations (FCSs) with the highest charging level (level 3) (Yunus et al.,
2011; Fan et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2022). BC refers to charging
services integrated with business premises (level 2) (Islam et al.,
2018; Yan et al., 2018; Jin and Tan, 2019), such as shopping malls,
universities, and offices, in order to provide welfare and attract
EV owners, benefiting the whole integrated system. Finally, HC
refers to charging that usually happens at home with an ordinary
household outlet (level 1) and is also referred to as residential
charging (Richardson et al., 2012; Maigha and Crow, 2017; Jin and
Zhao, 2018).

Compared to CC and HC, BC charge parks are most likely
to pioneer the collective use of V2G technology (Gough et al.,
2017; Yan et al., 2018) since efficiency is most prioritized in CC
(Bayram et al., 2012; Mauri and Valsecchi, 2012; Shan et al., 2019),
and HC users already have a considerable time flexibility for
satisfying charging demands, not to mention upgrading the existing
infrastructures (Lopez-Behar et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020).

However, the adoption of V2G technology in charge parks is
still facing several challenges. First, it has been investigated that
in many circumstances, EV drivers prefer not to participate in
V2G contracts—they are mostly concerned about the “discharging
cycles” and the “guaranteedminimumbattery level” (Hu et al., 2021;
Huang et al., 2021). Second, the uncertainties from user behaviors
are very difficult to model due to the lack of a generally recognized
V2G serving agreement and the intrinsic randomness of user
behaviors. As a result, researchers adopt different assumptions on
the service agreements, and the results of different studies are hard to
compare (Nguyen et al., 2016; Gough et al., 2017; Uddin et al., 2017;
Lakshminarayanan et al., 2018).

In recent years, several studies in the field of V2G focus
on efficient charging strategies and grid stability maintenance.
For example, in the work of Qin et al. (2020), a bidirectional
photovoltaic/battery-assisted EV parking lot system was proposed
with V2G service, effectively managing EVs’ charging and
discharging states to support grid stability. However, a prerequisite
for implementing these functionalities lies in accurately predicting
the user demands and, consequently, being able to further forecast
the capacity of V2G services provided by charge parks. Currently,
there is limited research that explicitly addresses the challenges
associated with the predicting user demands. Therefore, one of the
novelties of this paper is to propose a service agreement aimed at
mitigating the uncertainty of user behavior.

To facilitate the adoption of EV technologies, this paper
considers a practical operating paradigm for running a charge park
V2G service business.The operating paradigm consists of four steps,
i.e., determining a service agreement, day-ahead analysis-I, day-
ahead analysis-II, and executing the optimal decision. Specifically,
i) the service agreement underpins the communication pattern

between the EV owners and the V2G service operator. ii) Day-ahead
analysis-I aims to identify the timewith abundantV2Genergy, based
on the service agreement. iii) Day-ahead analysis-II is performed for
profit maximization through specifying the V2G scheduler model
and searching for the optimal decision variables. iv) Finally, the
optimal decisions are executed on the scheduled day.

Themajor contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1. The V2G business operating paradigm is proposed, which
consists of forming a service agreement, day-ahead analyses-I,
day-ahead analyses-II, and decision execution. In addition, the
major principles behind the design of a service agreement are
highlighted, and a practical service agreement that abides by the
principles is formed.

2. For day-ahead analysis-I, based on the service agreement, a V2G
energy reserve estimation method is developed to identify the
time with abundant V2G energy. The method is applied in a case
study of New York City working and recreational environment
charge parks, and the timewith abundantV2Genergy agreeswith
the results given by day-ahead analysis-II.

3. For day-ahead analysis-II, themixed-integer linear programming
(MILP) V2G scheduler model is considered, based on which
an evaluation framework is proposed to characterize the V2G
service output capability. Specifically, the evaluation framework
provides metrics for characterizing the V2G output power
capacity, service cost, and profit, as well as the methods
to compute the metrics, which are verified theoretically and
experimentally.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related
studies. In Section 3, the V2G business operating paradigm is
described and a practical V2G service agreement is formed. In
Section 4, for day-ahead analysis-I, a V2G energy reserve modeling
method is developed and applied to a case study of New York
City working and recreational environment charge parks. Next, for
day-ahead analysis-II, Section 5 considers a MILP V2G scheduler
model, based on which several evaluation metrics are introduced
to characterize the V2G service capability. In Section 6, the metrics
evaluation and profit maximization methods are presented with
theoretical results and are verified also by computer experiments.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related studies

2.1 User behavior and service agreement

As pointed out in the work of Nguyen et al. (2016), customer
requirements from EV owners are highly dependent on personal
preferences. The common serving strategies in the literature can be
classified into the following two categories: prediction-based serving
and user-specification-based serving.

As examples of prediction-based serving, Gough et al. (2017),
Uddin et al. (2017), and Wu et al. (2022) assumed that the energy
of the next trip can be predicted accurately. Thus, EVs were
discharged to the lowest possible level to exactly satisfy the next
trip’s energy requirement. The predictions were made by the V2G
aggregator in the work of Gough et al. (2017) and Song et al. (2020)
and by the battery management system (BMS) in the work of
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Uddin et al. (2017) and Zhu et al. (2021), whichwere overambitious.
Similarly, in the work of Lakshminarayanan et al. (2018), EV travel
patterns were forecasted using a random-forest forecasting method.
The predictions provided information on the EVs’ future trips at
specified intervals and the EVs’ dwell time in that day.

In user-specification-based serving, EV owners provided
departure times and the desired disconnection SoCs before
starting the connection services (Nguyen et al., 2016; Yan et al.,
2018; Li C. et al., 2020). The EV owners might also specify other
preferences as inputs, such as the maximum V2G power and energy.
Such a policy minimized the need for predictions; however, a higher
level of user engagement is required.

In summary, the majority of current modeling approaches for
V2G charge parks were either assuming overambitious predictive
service agreements (Gough et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2015; Shi et al.,
2023) or were constructed to be very complicated to account for
various user preferences, assuming highly user-engaging serving
patterns (Yan et al., 2018; Huo et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2016). The
absence of a well-established V2G service agreement results in large
discrepancies on how to model user behaviors.

2.2 Capacity prediction and V2G
scheduling

Many studies in the field of V2G currently focus on efficient
charging strategies and grid stability maintenance. For example, in
the work of Qin et al. (2020), a bidirectional photovoltaic/battery-
assisted EV parking lot system was proposed with V2G service,
thus effectively managing EVs’ charging and discharging states to
support grid stability. However, a prerequisite for implementing
these functionalities lies in accurately predicting user demands and,
consequently, being able to further forecast the capacity of V2G
services provided by charge parks. Due to the complexity of the
user demand and EV travel patterns, the accurate prediction of
the user demand is difficult. One appealing alternative problem
is V2G capacity prediction, which predicts the potential of V2G
service providers instead. As indicated in the work of Zhang et al.
(2016),V2Gcapacitywas highly dependent on charging/discharging
schedules, according to the analysis of two extreme plans. Based on
the work of Zhang et al. (2016), a V2G capacity evaluation method
for the shift-working V2G was proposed in the work of Dai et al.
(2020), where an analytical solution can be derived. In the work of
Li S. et al. (2020), the V2G schedulable capacity was simulated and
predicted with the dynamic rolling prediction and decision method.

Generally speaking, V2G schedulers are modeled so that the
factors of charging stations, power grid, and user satisfaction are
captured. Different optimization objectives can be pursued, which
includeminimizing carbon dioxide emissions (Hoehne andChester,
2016; Ravi andAziz, 2022) andmaximizing profit (Huda et al., 2020;
Chai et al., 2023) and user satisfaction (Triviño-Cabrera et al., 2019;
Singh et al., 2023). For example, Ravi and Aziz (2022) mentioned
that V2G technology, along with the diversification of clean fuels
in the mobility sector, will help address the larger issue of climate
change and carbon emissions more effectively than traditional
methods. In the work of Huda et al. (2020), in JAMALI, Indonesia,
the peak-hour supply was reduced by up to 2.8% (coal) and
8.8% (gas), with potential cost reductions of up to 60.15% and a

3.65% increase in power companies’ annual revenue through V2G
implementation. In the work of Singh et al. (2023), a novel power
loss reduction index was introduced to ensure the delivery of high-
quality power supply to users, and the effectiveness of the proposed
indicator was validated through experiments. For the survival of a
V2G business, maximizing profit while satisfying user demand and
reducing charge anxiety is crucial (Varshosaz et al., 2019).

3 Operating paradigm and the service
agreement

In this section, the V2G business operating paradigm is
described. Then, the major principles behind the design of a service
agreement are highlighted, and a practical service agreement that
abides by the principle is formed in order to facilitate the modeling
and analysis of V2G energy.

3.1 The V2G business operating paradigm

The V2G business operating paradigm involves the
determination of a service agreement, day-ahead analysis-I, day-
ahead analysis-II, and the execution of the optimal decision, as
shown in Figure 1. Specifically,

1. The service agreement is a basis for the V2G business, which
underpins the communication pattern between EV owners and
the V2G service operator. Therefore, the service agreement must
be determined before the scheduling model can be formulated,
which is again a basis for any further analysis.

2. Day-ahead analysis-I is a fast version of day-ahead analysis,
which aims to quickly estimate the V2G energy reserve
distribution and identify the time with abundant V2G energy,
based on the service agreement and historical data. It is expected
to be fast since no scheduler model needs to be considered at this
step.

3. Day-ahead analysis-II is amore complicated version of day-ahead
analysis, which is performed for profit maximization through
specifying the V2G scheduler model and searching for the
optimal decision variables, such as the V2G output time interval,
output power, and V2G energy sale price.

4. The final step is the execution of the optimal decisions on the
scheduled day.

It can be seen that the service agreement should be determined
before starting theV2Gbusiness, and the day-ahead analyses I and II
constitute the main planning stage, which are to be conducted 1 day
before the scheduled day, and these are our main research targets.
The execution of decision variables is not covered in this paper.

3.2 Service agreement

A well-designed service agreement should satisfy the following
requirements: i) the transaction rule is straightforward enough for
the EV owners to comprehend and comply with; ii) the agreement
should be based on a conventional parking policy, e.g., a flat fee
for parking a certain number of hours or days, with additional
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FIGURE 1
V2G business operating paradigm.

commitments to charging/discharging; and iii) the agreement is
in accordance with the system operator’s interests, which include
reducing the EV charging costs and facilitating the usage of V2G
technologies.

Therefore, assuming that theBC charge park uses level 2 chargers
(6.6 kW) uniformly for all EV parking spaces, we consider the
following charging agreement: “after plugging in the charger, each EV
owner chooses a predicted dwell time and then the system operator
will be committed to charging the EV with an average power of pca
by the end of the set dwell time or up to an SoC upper limit smax < 1,
while gaining the right to discharge the EV’s battery during this period,
as needed; the operator will not be responsible for failing to satisfy
the commitment if the EV departs before reaching the set dwell time.”
It should be noted that the only action EV owners are required to
do, besides plugging in, is to determine a dwell time. This service
agreement is intended to be used in conjunction with a conventional
parking policy (free parking or hourly flat fee for the parking lots);
thus, it can be free of charge, or an additional hourly flat fee can be
used for parking. The proposed service agreement satisfies the three
requirements of the design.

4 Day-ahead analysis-I: estimating
V2G energy reserve distribution

4.1 V2G energy reserve modeling

In this section, we omit the subscript v, referring to each EV
for simplicity. Using the known arrival time t0 and set dwell time
T, the departure time of an EV can be derived as tf = t0 +T. Since
the average charging power pca is given, the committed increased

battery energy Etarget and the departure SoC starget are given by

Etarget =min{pcaT,B(s
max − s0)} , (1)

starget = S (tf) = s0 +E
target/B, (2)

where B is the EV’s battery capacity. It should be that smax is usually
a scalar close to but smaller than 1, such as 0.95, for protection and
efficiency purposes Fan et al. (2015).

4.1.1 Modeling the extreme cases
Every EV’s charging process has two extreme cases, i.e., first

charge with the maximum charging power and then discharge
with the maximum discharging power or first discharge with the
maximum discharging power and then charge with the maximum
charging power. The extreme cases seldom appear and usually
should be avoided. However, it is useful to consider one extreme case
for modeling the EV-based energy storage.

Here, we use the second case (maximum discharge before
charging) to derive the design of an EV’s initial V2G energy r(t0) and
then consider general cases to design the V2G energy function r(t).
With the committed increased battery energy Etarget and departure
SoC starget computed with Eqs 1, 2, and assuming that the initial SoC
s0 is high enough to prevent discharging at the lower limit of SoC,
the charging process of an EV is shown in Figure 2A.

Here, t1 is the latest time to stop discharging and start charging
with full charging power, and t2 is the latest time to start charging if
no discharge activities happen. The time instants t1 and t2 are given
by

t1 =
pdt0 + pctf −E

target

pd + pc
, (3)
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FIGURE 2
SoC and V2G energy reserve profiles in the second extreme case (maximally discharge before charging).

t2 = tf −Etarget/pc, (4)

where pd and pc denote the maximum discharging and charging
powers, respectively.

Then, the V2G energy reserve r(t) in this case can be derived as
follows. Since V2G energy reserve refers to the amount of energy
stored in a battery that can be discharged for V2G purposes, the
profile of r(t) should be the same as in Figure 2B, where it initially
has the largest value r(t0) and then diminishes to zero as the battery
discharges from t0 to t1. Thus, the initial V2G energy reserve can be
derived as follows:

r(t0) ≔ pd (t1 − t0) =
pd (pcT−E

target)
pd + pc

. (5)

It should be noted that at this point, the initial V2G
energy reserve r(t0) has become independent of the charging and
discharging schedule; i.e., (5) holds in general scheduling cases.

4.1.2 General maximized discharge
Let l (⋅) denote the length of a Lebesgue-measurable subset of

the set of real numbers ℝ. Then, in general cases, the maximum
discharging period T1 is a Lebesgue-measurable subset of [t0, tf]
having the same length.

l (T1) = T1 = t1 − t0 =
pcT−E

target

pd + pc
. (6)

Thus, for general maximal discharge cases, we can define the
V2G energy reserve of an EV at time t as follows:

r (t) ≔ pdl ([t, tf] ∩T1) . (7)

It is easy to verify that the initial energy reserve (5) derived
for the second extreme case and the energy reserve (7) defined for
general maximized discharge case are consistent. For general cases
where an EV is notmaximally discharged, r(t) defined in Eq. 7 is still
used to measure an EV’s available V2G energy.

To deal with multiple EVs, let ri(t) denote the V2G energy
reserve of EV i. By properly aggregating the individual V2G energy
reserve ri(t), a certain r(t)-statistics-based charge park evaluation

method can be developed. The differences between the r(t)-
statistics-based evaluation method and general simulation-based
evaluation method can be summarized as follows:

1. The r(t)-statistics-based evaluation aggregates the individual
V2G energy reserve ri(t) and ignores distribution network
constraints. Thus, the evaluation result reflects the V2G output
potential instead of the accurate output capacity of the charge
park. Since no simulation needs to be made, it is lightweight and
suitable for early-stage planning, when the system parameters are
still uncertain.

2. Simulation-based evaluation, on the other hand, needs to solve a
scheduler optimization problem for a simulated charge demand
scenario to compute the final metrics. It is more appropriate to
use this method when a detailed system model is obtainable with
readily available parameters.

In the following section, an r(t)-statistics-based evaluation
method is developed, where the individual V2G energy reserves ri(t)
for different EVs are aggregated according to the average import
price (AIP) of the reserved energy ri(t). In Sections 5–6.3, on the
other hand, a simulation-based evaluationmethodwill be developed
and used to compute an accurate estimation of the charge park V2G
output capacity.

4.2 Case study: New York City working and
recreational environment business
charging

In this case study, an r(t)-statistics-based analysis was performed
to evaluate the V2G output potential of New York City charge parks
using the V2G energy reserve model (7), presented in Section 4.1,
where each EV’s V2G energy reserve was first computed and then
aggregated by the AIP of the energy.

Specifically, a workplace charge park and a recreational
environment charge park were considered in a near future NewYork
City. The workplace charge park and the recreational environment
charge park were assumed to have a total of 200 and 1,000 EVs
parked on the designated date, respectively. In addition, the
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FIGURE 3
Parking lot occupancy prediction for a working environment (assuming a working day situation with a total of 200 daily parked vehicles) and a
recreational environment (assuming a holiday situation with a total of 1,000 daily parked vehicles).

charge parks were assumed to adopt the service agreement, with
pca = 2.2 kW and level 2 chargers of 6.6 kW (220V/30A). The
discharging power was assumed to be the same as the charging
power; thus, pd = pc = 6.6 kW.

4.2.1 Charge demand modeling
Considering the future adoption of larger battery sizes, it is

assumed that 30% of the parked vehicles have battery capacities of
70 kWh, 50% have capacities of 90 kWh, and 20% have capacities of
110 kWh. The parking and charging patterns of the EV fleet were
derived from the 2017 National Household Travel Survey (NHTS)
data1.The parking lot occupancy situations for the two scenarios are
shown in Figure 3.

As a current research practice, the SoC of an EV is estimated
based on its daily travel distance. For example, in the work of
Yunus et al. (2011), the SoC of an EV is derived using a synthesized
vehicle’s daily travel distance. Here, we use the arrival trip distance
VMTi of an EV i obtained from the 2017 NHTS database to derive
the portion of SoC consumed by the trip δscuri = VMTi ⋅ em/Bi and
then combine it with a generated SoC consumption δsprei ∼ U(0,0.4)
from a uniform distribution due to previous trips, with energy
efficiency em = 0.17 kWh/km ≈ 0.27 kWh/miles. Each vehicle’s SoC
is then derived using

si = s
max
i − δs

cur
i − δs

pre
i . (8)

4.2.2 V2G energy reserve day-ahead analysis
Using the NYISO hourly day-ahead price data for New York

City on 31 August 20182, the day-ahead analysis on the V2G energy
reserve is performed for two peaks in the day-ahead price curve, i.e.,
13:00 at 4.93¢/kWh and 16:00 at 4.95¢/kWh.

As shown in Figure 4, V2G energy is abundant at 13:00 since
this time period connects peak hours and off-peak hours. On the
other hand, at 16:00, there is still plenty of V2G energy in the
recreational environment charge park compared to the workplace
charge park since there are more parked EVs at this time, as shown
in Figure 3. However, most of the EVs’ V2G energy has higher AIP

1 U.S. Department of Transportation and Federal Highway Administration. 2017
National Household Travel Survey. url: https://nhts.ornl.gov.

2 ENGIE Resources. Historical Data Reports. url: https://www.engieresources.
com/historical-data.

at 16:00 due to the average high electricity prices during the EVs’
park time. In summary, V2G energy is most abundant at 13:00 in
both workplace and recreational environment charging scenarios,
while being healthier in the workplace charge park since most V2G
energy has lower equivalent prices; i.e., the V2G energy is not only
abundant but also cheaper (around 3.75¢/kWh and 4.05¢/kWh for
workplace charge parks and greater than 4.1¢/kWh for recreational
environment charge parks).

5 Day-ahead analysis-II: scheduler
model and evaluation metrics

In this section, a dynamic evaluation framework is proposed to
characterize the charge park’s V2G output capability, using the 2017
NHTS data and a developed MILP-based scheduler. The evaluation
intends to provide insights for the profit-seeking, decision-making
process of the V2G service provider.

Figure 5 shows how the proposed framework may fit in the large
picture of a V2G service provider. The main components of the
evaluation framework are the MILP scheduler and the planning
module, which serve for the profit-seeking process of the V2G
service provider. The optimization solver used in this paper is the
“intlinprog” solver in MATLAB, which is a powerful built-in solver
specifically designed for solving MILP problems. The “intlinprog”
solver utilizes an advanced branch-and-bound algorithm combined
with linear programming relaxation to efficiently explore the feasible
solution space and find an optimal solution. The model predictive
controller (MPC) and the prediction parts are supposed to be
implemented by the V2G service provider. It is worth mentioning
that the MPC has already been applied in the PEVs operation
studies Rahmani-Andebili and Fotuhi-Firuzabad (2017). Thus, the
proposed framework can be readily connected to the current
methodologies.

The purpose of the scheduler is to evaluate the V2G output
capability of the charge park for every business day during
the day-ahead planning, considering various constraints. The
characterization of the charge park’s V2G capability provides
insights for the profit-seeking, decision-making process of the V2G
service provider, described by the planning block. According to
the characterization profiles, the V2G service provider determines
the V2G output period, the V2G energy unit sale price, and
the maximum power that can be supplied to its customers.
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FIGURE 4
Available V2G energy reserve distribution over equivalent electricity prices (rounded) using varying battery capacities (30% of 35 kWh, 50% of 75 kWh,
and 20% of 100 kWh).

FIGURE 5
Evaluation framework for charge park V2G service capability.

Given the aforementioned information, the V2G customers then
purchase power that the V2G service provider commits to
supply.

5.1 System description and scheduler
model

In Mouli et al. (2017), a mixed-integer linear programming-
based scheduler is used to optimize the charging/discharging

schedule. The main difference between the scheduler here and the
one in the work of Mouli et al. (2017) is that the scheduler in the
work of Mouli et al. (2017) optimizes a lumped objective of profit
maximization and determines the V2G output commitment itself,
which makes the higher-level service plan and contract decision-
making impossible. In contrast, to characterize the charge park’s
V2G output capability for decision-making purposes, here, the
V2G output period and power are given as parameters in the
MILP problem, which aims to minimize the resulting electricity
cost.
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5.1.1 Charge park constraints
In the considered charge park, each charging station c connects

to the grid via a DC/AC inverter of rated power Pconv
c . However,

no PV source is considered here. Each charging station c can be
multiplexed and connected with up to Nconn

c EVs. The connection
pattern is indicated using Kv,t,c, where Kv,t,c = 1 means vehicle v is
connected with charging station c at time t, and zero otherwise.
Thus, it satisfies∑Vv=1Kv,t,c ≤ Nconn

c ,∀c, t. Furthermore, each charging
station c has Nch

c ≤ Nconn
c number of isolated DC/DC converters

(each with a rated power PEVr
c for EV charging), which allows

charging station c to simultaneously charge/discharge a maximum
of Nch

c connected EVs.
Let Ta

v and Td
v denote the arrival and predicted departure times

of EV v, respectively. Using an activation indicator aact
v,t , the following

constraints specify when EVs can be actively charging/discharging.

aact
v,t ∈ {0,1} , ∀v, t, (9)

aact
v,t = 0, ∀v and t ≤ Ta

v, (10)

aact
v,t = 0, ∀v and t ≥ Td

v , (11)

V

∑
v=1

aact
v,tKv,t,c ≤ Nch

c . ∀t,c. (12)

TheV2Gactivity of each EV is indicated by av2g
v,t , such that at time

t, EV v is charging if av2g
v,t = 0 and is discharging if av2g

v,t = 1. The rated
powers for charging and discharging at converter c are assumed to be
the same and are denoted as PEVr

c . The following constraints specify
the V2G operation power limits.

xe+v,t,x
e−
v,t ≤ P

EVr
c aact

v,t , ∀v, t,c with Kv,t,c = 1, (13)

xe+v,t ≤ P
EVr
c (1− a

v2g
v,t ) , ∀v, t, (14)

xe−v,t ≤ P
EVr
c av2g

v,t , ∀v, t, (15)

av2g
v,t ∈ {0,1} . ∀v, t. (16)

Eqs 17–21 are constraints for battery energy evolution.Here, the
constant Ba

v denotes the arrival battery energy of EV v, bv,t denotes
the EV battery energy as a decision variable for a different time t,
and Etarget

v is the charge demand given by (1) for EV v. It is assumed
that at every time interval with length ΔT, an EV is either charging
with efficiency η+v or dischargingwith efficiency η−v , and no switching
occurs during either time interval.

bv,t = B
a
v , ∀v and t = Ta

v, (17)

bv,t ≤ bav +E
target
v , ∀v and t = Td

v , (18)

bv,t+1 = bv,t +ΔT(x
e+
v,tη
+
v − x

e−
v,t/η
−
v ) , ∀t,v, (19)

bv,t ≥ Bmin
v , ∀t,v, (20)

bv,t ≤ Bmax
v . ∀t,v. (21)

Eqs 22–24 are the power exchange constraints for each
charging station. Each charging station c draws power pdraw

c,t from
or feeds power pfeed

c,t to the charge park AC grid, limited by
the rated power Pconv

c of its DC/AC inverter port. A binary
variable afeed

c,t is used to indicate whether a charging station c
is drawing power from or feeding power to the charge park
at time t.

(pdraw
c,t +

V

∑
v=1
(xe−v,tKv,t,c))η

conv
c = (p

feed
c,t +

V

∑
v=1
(xe+v,tKv,t,c))/η

conv
c ,

∀c, t,
(22)

pdraw
c,t ≤ P

conv
c (1− a

feed
c,t ) , ∀c, t, (23)

pfeed
c,t ≤ P

conv
c (a

feed
c,t ) . ∀c, t. (24)

Eqs 25–27 are constraints for the total power imported from
or exported to the distribution grid by the charge park. The
imported power pimp

t and the exported power pexp
t are limited by

the distribution import and export power limits PDN+
t and PDN−

t ,
respectively.

C

∑
c=1
(pdraw

c,t − p
feed
c,t ) = p

imp
t − p

exp
t , ∀t, (25)

pimp
t ≤ P

DN+
t (1− a

exp
t ) , ∀t, (26)

pexp
t ≤ P

DN−
t aexp

t . ∀t. (27)

5.1.2 Decision constraints
According to the service agreement (ref. Eq. 1), the charge

demand of EV v is given by

Etarget
v =min{pcaTv,Bmax

v −Ba
v} , (28)

where Tv = T
d
v −T

a
v is the predicted dwell time of EV v, Bmax

v is the
maximum battery energy of EV v, and pca is the average charging
power guaranteed by the policy.

The following constraint describes the V2G output demand that
needs to be satisfied by the charge park.

pexp
t >= P

v2g, for t ∈ T v2g, (29)

where T v2g denotes the V2G output time period, i.e., the set of time
instants where V2G service is required, and Pv2g is the committed
V2G output power.

5.1.3 Optimization objective
The objective of the scheduler is to minimize the electricity

cost plus the penalty for failing to satisfy the EV charge demand.
Let enff denote the EV charge-demand-not-fulfilled (CDnf) and
cimp denote the imported electricity cost (ECost). They are
given by

enff =
V

∑
v=1
(Ba

v +E
target
v − bTd

v ,v) , (30)

cimp = ΔT
T

∑
t=1

Cbuy
t pimp

t , (31)
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whereCbuy
t is the grid electricity import price at time t. Here, ΔT = 15

mins, and T = (60/15) × 24 = 96.
The optimization objective can be represented as follows:

Min f = Cpenff + cimp, (32)

where Cp is the penalty coefficient for failing to satisfy the charge
demand. For small Cp, an optimal solution may have a non-zero
enff, sacrificing EV charge demand satisfaction for lower imported
electricity cost cimp. By adjusting the value of Cp, the charge park
system operator controls how strictly the scheduler satisfies the EV
charge demand. Here, Cp is set to be very large compared to enff

and cimp so that the reduction of CDnf enff will always be prioritized
over the reduction of ECost cimp. The variables of the optimization
problem are summarized in the nomenclature at C-2 “Optimization
variables.”

5.2 Evaluation measures

Let enff(p) and cimp(p) denote the CDnf (30) and ECost (31),
respectively, as functions of the V2G output power Pv2g = p. To study
the dependence of the optimization solution on the V2G output
power Pv2g for a fixed output time period T v2g, extra evaluation
measures are introduced as follows.

5.2.1 V2G output power capacity
The V2G output power capacity pv2g

cap is defined as the maximum
output power p such that CDnf can be kept as zero:

pv2g
cap =max{p ∈ [0,PDN−] :e

nff (p) = 0} . (33)

5.2.2 V2G service cost and profit
Here, several common evaluation measures in economics are

defined for the study of the V2G service. It is worth pointing out that
the “unit costs” and “marginal costs” defined as follows are computed
with respect to the supplied energy p|T v2g| instead of the output
power p so that it is easier to compare them with the electricity
market price.

• V2G energy average unit cost:

Cv2g
a (p) =

cimp (p) − cimp (0)
p|T v2g|

, (34)

where |T v2g| denotes the length of the V2G output period T .
• V2G energy incremental unit cost:

Cv2g
δp (p) =

δcimp (p)
δp|T v2g|

=
cimp (p+ δp) − cimp (p)

δp|T v2g|
, (35)

for some evaluation interval δp.
• V2G energy marginal cost:

Cv2g (p) =
dcimp (p)
dp|T v2g|

. (36)

TABLE 1 Simulation parameters.

Symbol Description Value

pd Rated discharge power for an EV 6.6 kW

pc Rated charge power for an EV 6.6 kW

pca EV average charge power 2.2 kW

ΔT Time step length for the scheduler 15 mins

PDN+ Distribution import power limits 200 kW

PDN− Distribution export power limits 200 kW

• Total profit of the V2G service for the scheduling day, ignoring
investment andmaintenance cost for the charge park’s facilities:

Pr (p) = Sv2gp|T v2g| − (cimp (p) − cimp (0))

= (Sv2g −Cv2g
a (p))p|T v2g|,

(37)

where Sv2g is the unit sale price of the V2G energy for the supply
period T v2g.
• V2G service marginal profit:

MP (p) =
dPr (p)
dp|T v2g|

= Sv2g −Cv2g (p) . (38)

6 Day-ahead analysis-II: evaluation
methods and profit maximization

This section presents a theoretical basis for the characterization
of charge park V2G service output capability.

6.1 General characteristics of imported
electricity cost and
charge-demand-not-fulfilled

Here, distribution network limits PDN+ = PDN− = 200kW are
used. Furthermore, all the simulation parameters are listed in
Table 1. Currently, battery charging and discharging efficiencies η+v
and η−v usually range from 0.85 to 0.9, and the charging station
converter efficiency ηconv

c ranges from 0.95 to 0.975. These values are
expected to increase, and their variance is expected to decrease in
the future due to technological advancement. Thus, in this research,
the following assumption of uniform efficiency parameters is used
to study the characteristics of the V2G service.

Assumption 1. A so-called “uniform efficiency setting” is
considered, where all battery charging and discharging efficiencies take
the same value, i.e., η+v = η

−
v = η

ev for all v, and all charging station
converter efficiencies take the same value, i.e., ηconv

c = η
conv for all c.

The following are two specific efficiency settings under this assumption:

1. “Ideal efficiency” refers to when ηev = ηconv = 1.
2. “Uniform realistic efficiency” refers to when ηev and ηconv take

fixed positive values less than one. In the simulations of this paper,
ηev = 0.9 and ηconv = 0.975.
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The following proposition describes the behaviors of ECost
cimp(p) and CDnf enff(p).

Proposition 1. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds η+v = η
−
v = η

ev for
all v and ηconv

c = η
conv for all c. If the CDnf penalty Cp is large enough

and enff(0) = 0, there exists a V2G output power capacity pv2g
cap ≥ 0

such that the CDnf enff (30) and ECost cimp (31) satisfy the following
properties:

1. TheCDnf enff(p), as a function of the V2G output power p, satisfies
enff(p) = 0 (all charge demand met) for p ≤ pv2g

cap, and

denff (p)
dp|T v2g|

= 1
ηev(ηconv)2

, (39)

for p > pv2g
cap.

2. As long as Cbuy
t > 0 for t ∈ T v2g (buying price is positive), the

ECost cimp(p), as a function of the V2G output power p, strictly
monotonically increases for p < pv2g

cap, and cimp(p) = cimp(pv2g
cap) for

all p > pv2g
cap.

Proof: When p ≤ pv2g
cap, the output demand p|T v2g| can be satisfied

by importing extra energy from the grid during off-peak hours,
storing in EV batteries, and discharging during the output period.
However, when p > pv2g

cap, p− p
v2g
cap is the extra V2G output demand

that cannot be satisfied by importing extra energy from the grid
and is, thus, compensated by discharging extra EV battery energy,
which results in increased CDnf enff(p). The amount of EV battery
energy to be discharged is increased due to both the (uniform)
EV battery efficiency ηev and the converter efficiency ηconv. The
converter efficiency ηconv considered here applies twice, as shown in
Eq. 22, thus resulting in Eq. 39 as the slope of CDnf when p > pv2g

cap.
The ECost cimp(p) for p = 0 is the electricity cost for charging

EV batteries only. Since for p ≤ pv2g
cap, the output demand is satisfied

by importing extra energy from the grid during off-peak hours,
the electricity cost also increases. When p > pv2g

cap, no extra energy is
imported from the grid, thus resulting in cimp(p) = cimp(pv2g

cap) for all

p > pv2g
cap.

Verification of this proposition will be carried out in Section 6.2.
Since the CDnf penalty Cp is very large, reducing the value of
enff(p) is of the highest priority in the solution of Eqs 9–32.
When p ≤ pv2g, the V2G output demand p|T v2g| can be satisfied
by importing more electricity in non-V2G hours. Thus, cimp(p) is
strictly (Cbuy

t > 0) monotonically increasing for p < pv2g, keeping
enff(p) = 0 for p < pv2g. When p > pv2g, some EV charge demand
has to be sacrificed in order to meet the V2G output demand.
Thus, the CDnf is strictly monotonically increasing for p > pv2g. In
addition, as excessive V2G output energy (p− pv2g

cap)|T v2g| comes
from the sacrificed charge demand enff(p) > 0, which is affected
by the efficiency ηev once and ηconv twice according to (9)–(32),
(p− pv2g

cap)|T v2g| = enff(p)ηev(ηconv)2 holds.

6.1.1 Electricity cost under time-of-use pricing
Currently, two-price and three-price time-of-use (TOU) plans

are themost common pricing plans for business users. In California,
all commercial, industrial, and agricultural customers are required
to be on a TOU plan, as TOU pricing encourages the most efficient
use of the system and can reduce the overall costs for both the utility
and customers. The on-peak electricity price CTOU

2 can be 20–200%

higher than the off-peak electricity price CTOU
1 , depending on the

region, utility, and the type of customers.
As shown in Figure 6, each day is divided into an on-peak period

T TOU
peak and an off-peak period T TOU

off−peak. The electricity price is Cbuy
t =

CTOU
1 for off-peak hours t ∈ T TOU

off−peak andCbuy
t = C

TOU
2 for peak hours

t ∈ T TOU
peak .

6.2 Evaluation with ideal efficiency
parameters

In this section, the charge park V2G service was evaluated
under Assumption 1 with the ideal efficiency setting. The working
day workplace charging environment in Section 4.2 was considered.
Specifically, the charge park had a total of 200 parked vehicles in
the simulated day with workplace activity patterns, and the diverse
battery capacity setting was used.

6.2.1 Imported electricity cost
The following proposition describes the characteristics of the

scheduled day electricity cost cimp(p) as a function of the output
power Pv2g = p under a two-price TOU plan.

Proposition 2. Assuming a two-price TOU plan and the ideal
efficiency setting (Assumption 1 Setting 1), the total ECost cimp can be
characterized as a three-piece piecewise linear function of the output
power p, as follows:

cimp (p) =

{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{
{

cimp (0) +CTOU
1 |T

v2g|p, p ≤ pv2g
TOU,

cimp (pv2g
TOU)

+CTOU
2 |T

v2g|(p− pv2g
TOU) , pv2g

TOU < p ≤ p
v2g
cap,

cimp (pv2g
cap) , pv2g

cap < p ≤ PDN−,

(40)

where pv2g
TOU is the V2G output power threshold at which the marginal

cost changes from CTOU
1 to CTOU

2 .

Proof: It should be noted that system (9)–(32) is essentially mixed-
integer linear programming; thus, cimp(p) must be linear. Since
system (9)–(32) was designed to prioritize charging EVs in off-peak
hours (with electricity price CTOU

1 ), when p ≤ pv2g
cap, cimp(p) can only

first increase with slope CTOU
1 |T

v2g| and then increase with slope
CTOU

2 |T
v2g| > CTOU

1 |T
v2g|. Finally, ECost cimp(p) for p > pv2g

cap is given
by Proposition 1.

Figures 7–8 show the variations of electricity cost cimp(p), CDnf
enff(p), and V2G energy marginal cost Cv2g(p) with respect to the
V2G output power Pv2g = p ∈ [0,PDN−]. The V2G energy marginal
costCv2g(p) is approximated usingV2G energy incremental unit cost
Cv2g
δp defined in Eq. 35 with δp = 10kW.

Figure 7 demonstrates the results where part of the non-
V2G hours are on-peak; specifically, T v2g = [13:00,15:00] and
T TOU

peak = [12:00,16:00]. In this case, pv2g
cap = PDN− = 200kW; thus,

enff(p) = 0 for p ∈ [0,PDN−]. For Figure 7, the following steps are
taken to verify Proposition 2. Assuming that Proposition 2 is true,
with the knowledge of cimp(p) at p = 0 and p = pv2g

cap, solving (41) and
(42) leads to pv2g

TOU = 90.8566kW:

cimp (pv2g
TOU) − c

imp (0) = CTOU
1 |T

v2g|pv2g
TOU, (41)
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FIGURE 6
Time-of-use pricing plan with off-peak and on-peak levels, where the on-peak time period is T TOU

peak = [t
peak
1 , t

peak
2 ]. Grid electricity unit price is CTOU

1 for

off-peak hours and CTOU
2 for on-peak hours.

FIGURE 7
ECost cimp(p) and V2G energy marginal cost Cv2g(p) (approximated by the incremental unit cost C

v2g
δp (p) with δp =10 kW) when using the ideal

efficiency setting with the output period T v2g = [13:00,15:00] and on-peak hours T TOU
peak = [12:00,16:00].

cimp (pv2g
cap) − cimp (pv2g

TOU) = C
TOU
2 |T

v2g|(pv2g
cap − p

v2g
TOU) . (42)

Then, the ECost cimp(pv2g
TOU) is evaluated by solving (9)–(32)

with Pv2g = pv2g
TOU = 90.8566kW. In this case, it yields cimp(pv2g

TOU) =

3.5074E+ 04¢. Finally, the evaluated cost cimp(pv2g
TOU) is substituted

in Eqs 41, 42, and the computation shows that the equations hold.
Thus, the aforementioned steps verify Proposition 2.

Corollary 1. Under the two-price TOU plan and the ideal
efficiency scenario (Assumption 1 Setting 1), the V2G output power
threshold pv2g

TOU can be computed using

pv2g
TOU =

CTOU
2 pv2g

cap − (cimp (pv2g
cap) − cimp (0))/|T v2g|

CTOU
2 −C

TOU
1

, (43)

by evaluating cimp(p) at p = 0 and p = pv2g
cap.

Proof: The result is immediate from Eqs 41, 42.
Then, Figure 8 demonstrates the characteristics of the V2G

service with a long V2G output period T v2g = [13:00,16:00]. In
this case, the V2G output power capacity is smaller than the
distributed network limit, i.e., pv2g

cap = 127.24kW < PDN− = 200kW. In
accordance with Propositions 1 and 2, as shown in Figure 8, ECost
cimp(p) = cimp(pv2g

cap) for p ∈ (pv2g
cap,PDN−], and the characteristics

of CDnf enff(p) shown in Figures 8A, C also verify (39) in
Proposition 1, since ηev = ηconv = 1 in ideal efficiency setting. In the
following section, pv2g

TOU will be shown to be the optimal output
power for the ideal efficiency scenario.

6.2.2 Profit maximization
As shown in Eq. 37, the profit Pr(p) depends on the V2G

energy unit sale price Sv2g, output power p for period T v2g, and the
electricity import cost cimp(p). The main considerations regarding
the determination of sale price Sv2g are summarized in the following
two points:

1. In order to gain a competitive edge over the grid electricity
provider, the unit sale price of the V2G energy Sv2g needs to be
smaller than the electricity unit price Cbuy

t for buying electricity
from the grid during period T v2g, i.e., Sv2g < Cbuy

t for t ∈ T v2g.
2. On the other hand, to gain profit by providing a V2G service,

the V2G energy unit sale price Sv2g needs to be greater
than the V2G energy average unit cost Cv2g

a (p), i.e., Sv2g >
Cv2g

a (p).

Thus, reducing the average unit cost Cv2g
a (p) is essential to guarantee

a good sale price Sv2g and maximize the profit.
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FIGURE 8
ECost cimp(p) and CDnf enff(p), V2G energy marginal cost Cv2g(p) (approximated by the incremental unit cost C

v2g
δp (p) with δp =10 kW), and the slope

of CDnf (w.r.t. output energy) denff(p)/(dp|T v2g|) when using the ideal efficiency setting with the output period T v2g = [13:00,16:00] and
T TOU
peak = [12:00,16:00].

FIGURE 9
Evaluation results for T v2g = [12:00,14:00] and T TOU

peak = [12:00,16:00], using the uniform realistic efficiency setting.

For the ideal efficiency scenario with the two-price TOU plan,
the following corollary gives a range of feasible sale prices Sv2g

and the output power p that maximize the profit Pr(p) defined in
Eq. 37.

Corollary 2. Under the two-price TOU plan and considering the
ideal efficiency scenario (Assumption 1 Setting 1), if Sv2g is chosen

such that CTOU
1 < S

v2g < CTOU
2 , the profit Pr(p) is maximized at

p = pv2g
TOU.

Proof: First, Sv2g > CTOU
1 implies Sv2g > Cv2g

a (p) for any p ≤ pv2g
TOU.

Since Cbuy
t = C

TOU
2 for t ∈ Tv2g, the sale price condition Cv2g

a (p) <
Sv2g < Cbuy

t is satisfied at p = pv2g
TOU.
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FIGURE 10
Profit Pr(p) for the output period T v2g = [13:00,14:00] and different TOU peak period scenarios, with sale price Sv2g = CTOU

2 −4¢/kWh, using the uniform
realistic efficiencies.

FIGURE 11
V2G energy average unit cost C

v2g
a for the output period T v2g = [13:00,14:00] and different TOU peak period scenarios, using the uniform realistic

efficiencies.

Next, from Proposition 2, the V2G energymarginal cost (36) for
the ECost cimp(p) can be given as follows:

Cv2g (p) =
{
{
{

CTOU
1 , p < pv2g

TOU,

CTOU
2 , pv2g

TOU < p < p
v2g
cap.

(44)

Thus, the marginal profit (38) satisfies MP(p) = Sv2g −CTOU
1 >

0 for p < pv2g
TOU and MP(p) = Sv2g −CTOU

2 < 0 for pv2g
TOU < p < p

v2g
cap.

Therefore, the profit Pr(p) (37) is maximized at p = pv2g
TOU.

6.3 Evaluation with the uniform realistic
efficiency setting

6.3.1 Efficiency parameters
In this section, the characteristics of the ECost cimp(p) when

using the uniform realistic efficiency setting (Assumption 1 Setting
2) are demonstrated. Other configurations for simulation are the
same as in Section 6.2.

Figure 9 shows the evaluation results when T v2g = [12:00,14:00]
and T TOU

peak = [12:00,16:00]. It can be seen from Figure 9A that the
overall ECost cimp(p) and CDnf enff(p) profiles are similar to when
using the ideal efficiency setting. For closer observation, Figure 9B

shows the slope of CDnf, i.e., denff(p)/(dp|T v2g|). According to
Proposition 1, denff(p)/(dp|T v2g|) ≈ 1.1688, which is verified in
Figure 9B.

When using the uniform realistic efficiency configuration,
according to Proposition 1, the V2G output capacity pv2g

cap can be
computed with

pv2g
cap = p−

enff (p)ηev(ηconv)2

|T v2g|
, (45)

for any p ≥ pv2g
cap. Thus, assuming that PDN− is a feasible solution

of Eqs 9–32, the V2G output capacity pv2g
cap can be computed using

Eq. 45 with p = PDN−.
In addition, with a uniform realistic efficiency setting, the

characteristic marginal cost values are defined as follows:

Cv2g
1 = C

TOU
1 /((η

ev)2(ηconv)4) (46)

and

Cv2g
2 = C

TOU
2 /((η

ev)2(ηconv)4) . (47)

Clearly, it covers the ideal efficiency scenarios where
ηev = ηconv = 1 (Proposition 2).
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Using Eqs 45–47 and based on the theoretical results for the
ideal efficiency configuration, here, a procedure is proposed to
compute a near-optimal output power pv2g

TOU for the uniform realistic
efficiency scenario. The procedure is as follows:

1. We evaluate the scheduler (9)–(32) at Pv2g = 0 and Pv2g = PDN−,
obtaining cimp (0), cimp (PDN−), and enff (PDN−).

2. We compute the V2G output power capacity pv2g
cap using Eq. 45

with p = PDN−.
3. We compute the near-optimal V2G output power pv2g

TOU using
Eq. 43 with Eqs 46, 47. In Eq. 43, cimp(pv2g

cap) is substituted with
cimp (PDN−) since they are equal according to Proposition 1.

The V2G output power pv2g
TOU, previously computed for the uniform

realistic efficiency scenario , is said to be near-optimal, in the sense
that it is within the vicinity of an optimal point where any V2G
output power greater than it does not bring any more profit. This
is to be verified in the following evaluation results.

Let the V2G unit sale price Sv2g = CTOU
2 − 4¢/kWh. Figure 10

shows theV2G day profit Pr(p) profiles with the output time interval
T v2g = [13:00,14:00] for different peak-hour scenarios. The day
profit values in Figure 10 were evaluated for a discrete-value set
of V2G output power, with a sampling interval of 10 kW. It can
be observed that the optimal output power (where the maximum
profit is achieved) for Figure 10A is within (160kW,180 kW), and
the optimal output power for Figure 10B is within (60kW,70 kW).
As shown in Figure 10, the suggested computed output power pv2g

TOU
is near the optimal output power in both cases.

Finally, it is also interesting to study the relationship between
the possible range of V2G energy sale prices and the output power.
Figure 11 shows the average unit cost Cv2g

a (p) profiles as functions
of the V2G output power for different scenarios. It should be noted
that the V2G sale price must be greater than the average unit cost
Cv2g

a (p) and smaller than the peak TOU price CTOU
2 . It can be seen

that at p = pv2g
TOU, there is much space for choosing the sale price

within [Cv2g
a (p),CTOU

2 ]. Therefore, in the sense of making a larger

range of possible V2G sale prices, pv2g
TOU is also a good choice for the

V2G output power.

7 Conclusion

Many studies in the field of V2G focus on efficient charging
strategies and grid stability maintenance. However, a prerequisite
for implementing these functionalities lies in accurately predicting
the user demands and, consequently, being able to further forecast
the capacity of V2G services provided by charge parks. This paper
aims to promote the adoption of EV technologies and focuses on the
practical operating paradigm of charge parkV2G service businesses,
with the objective of maximizing profit and enhancing customer
interaction. The operating paradigm involves determining a service
agreement and conducting two consecutive day-ahead analyses.
The design principles of a service agreement are emphasized in
the paper, and a practical service agreement is formulated based
on these principles. Additionally, a V2G energy reserve modeling
method is developed for the rapid estimation of V2G energy
reserve distribution in the first day-ahead analysis. This method
is applied in a case study of charge parks in the working and
recreational environment of New York City. Furthermore, this

paper proposes an evaluation framework for the second day-ahead
analysis, which offers various metrics to characterize the V2G
output capacity. The evaluation metrics and profit maximization
methods are presented with theoretical results and are validated
through computer experiments. These findings contribute to the
understanding and optimization of V2G operations. In conclusion,
this paper advocates for the adoption of EV technologies by
addressing the practical operating paradigm of charge park V2G
service businesses. The study highlights the design principles of
a service agreement, develops a V2G energy reserve modeling
method, and proposes an evaluation framework for the V2G
output capacity. The presented theoretical and experimental results
provide valuable insights for maximizing profit and optimizing the
utilization of EVs in the V2G context.
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Nomenclature
Q14

Acronyms

AIP Average import price

BC Business charging

CC Commercial charging

CDnf Charge-demand-not-fulfilled

Ecost Imported electricity cost

ESS Electricity storage system

EV Electric vehicle

FCS Fast charging station

HC Home charging

MP Marginal profit

NHTS National Household Travel Survey

SoC State-of-charge

TOU Time-of-use

V2G Vehicle-to-grid

VMT Vehicle Miles of Travel

NYISO New York Independent System Operator

Symbols- V2G energy reserve estimation

[l(⋅)] Length of a Lebesgue-measurable subset of the set of real numbers ℝ

[pc] Rated charge power for an EV (kW)

[pca] Committed average charge power for each EV (kW) according to the service agreement

[pd] Rated discharge power for an EV (kW)

[s0] Initial SoC of an EV at arrival

[T1] Maximum discharge period for a modeled EV (h)

[T2] Maximum charge period for a modeled EV in the maximal discharge case (h)

[t0] Arrival time of an EV

[tf] Departure time of an EV

[r(t)] V2G energy reserve of an EV at time t (kWh)

[Etarget] Charge demand of an EV (kWh)

[smax] Maximum SoC for an EV battery to reach by charging

[starget] Planned departure SoC of an EV as a result of its charge demand

Symbols- V2G scheduler model

Optimization input parameters

[Ba
v] Battery energy of EV v upon arrival (kWh)

[η+v ] Efficiency of charging the battery of EV v

[η−v ] Efficiency of discharging the battery of EV v

[Bmin
v ] Minimum battery energy of EV v reachable through charge scheduling (kWh)

[Bmax
v ] Maximum battery energy of EV v reachable through charge scheduling (kWh)

[Cp] Penalty for failing to satisfy the charge demand (¢/kWh)

[ΔT] Time step length for the scheduler (h)

[Cbuy
t ] Grid electricity import price at time t (¢/kWh)
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[N ch
c ] Maximum number of EVs that can be simultaneously charged from cth EV–PV converter

[ηconvc ] Rated efficiency of charging station c

[PEVr
c ] Rated power capacity of each EV charger in multiplexed charging station c (kW)

[Pv2g] Committed constant V2G output power of the charge park during the output period (kW)

[Tv2g] V2G output period

[PDN+
t ] Distribution network limits for drawing power from the grid (kW)

[PDN−
t ] Distribution network limits for feeding power to the grid (kW)

[Pconv
c ] Rated power capacity of the DC/AC inverter of the multiplexed charging station c (kW)

[Kv,t,c] Binary variable indicating the connection status of EV v with charging station c at time t

[N conn
c ] Maximum number of EVs that can be connected to the multiplexed charging station c

[Etarget
v ] Charge demand of EV v (kWh)

Optimization variables

[afeedc,t ] Binary variable indicating whether charging station c is feeding (1) power to or drawing (0) power from the grid

[aactv,t ] Binary variable indicating whether EV v is active (charging/discharging) or idle at time t

[av2gv,t ] Binary variable indicating whether EV v is discharging (1) or charging (0)

[aexpt ] Binary variable indicating whether the charge park is exporting (1) power to or importing power (0) from the grid

[bv,t] Battery energy of EV v at time t (kWh)

[pimp
t ] Power imported from the grid by the charge park at time t (kWh)

[pexpt ] Power exported to the grid by the charge park at time t (kWh)

[pdrawc,t ] Power drawn to the charge park by the charging station c at time t (kW)

[pfeedc,t ] Power fed to the charge park by the charging station c at time t (kW)

[xe+v,t] Charging power of EV v at time t (kW)

[xe−v,t] Discharging power of EV v at time t (kW)

Symbols- evaluation of V2G service capability

[ηev] Battery efficiency parameter under the uniform efficiency assumption

[tpeak1 ] Start time of the on-peak period

[tpeak2 ] End time of the on-peak period

[Cbuy
1 ] Off-peak electricity price in the two-price TOU pricing plan (¢/kWh)

[Cbuy
2 ] On peak electricity price in the two-price TOU pricing plan (¢/kWh)

[Pr(p)] Profit of the V2G service (¢)

[pv2gmax] Maximum possible V2G output power, when neglecting distribution network constraints

[pv2gTOU] V2G output power threshold (kW)

[pv2g] V2G output power capacity, i.e., maximum output power p such that CDnf can be kept as zero

[Sv2g] V2G energy sell price (¢/kWh)

[MP(p)] V2G service marginal profit (¢/kWh)

[TTOU
peak ] On-peak period in the TOU pricing plan

[TTOU
off−peak] Off-peak period in the TOU pricing plan

[Cv2g
δp (p)] V2G energy incremental unit cost (¢/kWh)

[Cv2g(p)] V2G energy marginal cost (¢/kWh)

[Cv2g
a (p)] V2G energy average unit cost (¢/kWh)

Cv2g
1 , Cv2g

2 Characteristic marginal costs of the V2G service under a two-price TOU plan (¢/kWh)

enff, enff(p) Charge-demand-not-fulfilled (kWh)

cimp, cimp(p) Total imported electricity cost (¢)
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